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CHAPTER 1
Background of the Project

Introduction
Team organization is the cornerstone to success in
coaching. Organization is the sum total of the coach's efforts
to put his philosophy into action in building and maintaining a
winning basketball program. Philosophy is theory;
organization is the means by which a coach translates theory
into practice. (Cousy, 1983)

In the above statement, Cousy expressed the need for coaches
to be organized.

Cousy emphasized the correlation between

philosophy, organization, and program development.

According to

Cousy, there is a definite correlation not only in building and
maintaining a program but in organization and winning.

Thus,

without organization, there is no well-coordinated basketball
program.
Most coaches understand the linkage between organization and
success.

The coach's role and responsibility are to provide players

with a planned program of drills and instruction that will enable
them to master the fundamental skills necessary to reach their
potential in basketball.

(Tarkanian, 1983)
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Purpose of Project

The purpose of this project was to develop a reference manual
for a school district boys' basketball program.

To accomplish this

purpose, a four-part manual has been designed around the
foundational areas of: (1) philosophy, (2) fundamentals, (3) drill, and
(4) organization. The manual was designed for use by the Wapato
School District basketball staff.

Limitations of Project

For the purposes of clarification and focus, project limitations
included:
1. Scope: The reference manual developed as a result of this
project was limited to four foundational areas of a boys' basketball
program: philosophy, fundamentals, drill, and organization.
manual was designed for use by the Wapato School District
basketball staff.

The
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2. Research:

The preponderance of literature reviewed in Chapter 2

of this study was limited to research conducted within the last ten
years.
3 . Time: The manual has been scheduled for adoption during the
1993-1994 school year.
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Definition of Terms
Significant terms used in the context of this study have been
defined as follows:
1.

BACKBOARD - a flat surface rebound device placed

behind the basket in a vertical position.
2.

BACK COURT - the area of the court from the half-court

division line to the defensive endline.
3.

BACK DOOR - A cut behind the defender and towards the

basket against a defensive overplay.
4.

BALANCE - a primary principle of body movement; body

control.
5.

BALLSIDE/FRONT CUT - a move by an offensive player

to the ball in front of the defender.
6.

BALL SCREEN - an offensive player comes to a

teammate with the ball to screen the defender on the
ball.
7.

BANK SHOT - a shot usually taken from a 45-angle

with the backboard, which bounces against the backboard
and falls into the basket.
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8.

BASELINE - the court boundary line underneath either

basket on both ends of the floor.
9.
10.

BASKET - the ring, goal, or rim.
BLOCK-OUT - a rebounding position with the rebounder

making contact and staying between the opponent and the
basket.
11.

CHANGE OF PACE - when a player alternately slows

down and speeds his pace.
12.

CLEAR - when an offensive player alternately slows

down and speeds his pace.
13.

CONTROL DRIBBLE - low dribble used against defensive

pressure.
14.

CROSSOVER DRIBBLE - dribble from overhead to the

opposite hand across and in front of the body.
15.

c..u..I - an offensive move, usually towards the ball,

basket, or a teammate.
16.

DEFENSE - the team trying to keep the opposing team

with the ball from scoring.
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17.

DOUBLE TEAM (TRAP) - a defensive play with two

players guarding one offensive player.
18.

ENTRY PASS - pass that initiates a sequence of play.

19.

FASTBREAK - getting the ball up the floor quickly for a

20.

FLEX - an offensive principle, in a continuity offense

score.

verses man-to-man defense.
21.

FRONT COURT - the offensive area of the court from the

halfline to the baseline.
22.

FUNDAMENTALS - basic skills involved in playing the

game of basketball.
23.

HIGH POST - offensive position in the area of the free

throw line.
24.

LAY IN - close in shot made when moving to the basket.

25.

LOW POST - area near basket where inside offensive

players generally operate.
26.

OFFENSE - the team trying to score by legally putting

the ball through the basket.
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27.

OUTLET PASS - pass made to an offensive player up the

court by the rebounder.
28.

OVERHEAD PASS - pass made while having the ball

above the head with both arms extended.
29.

PIVOT - rotation of the body around one foot that is kept

in a stationary position.
30.

REBOUND - catching the ball off the backboard or rim

after a missed field goal or free throw attempt.
31.

SCREEN - legal action by a player who, without causing

contact, delay or prevents an opponent from reaching a
desired position.
32.

SKIP PASS - a pass that bypasses a teammate as the

ball is moving in the half-court offense.
33.

SPEED DRILLS - a high, quick dribble up the court by an

offensive player.
34.

STRONG SIDE - the side of the court which has three

players or more in a half-court offense.
35.
vice-versa.

TRANSITION

- changing from offensive to defensive or
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36. "V" CUT - an offensive move in the shape of a "v" used
to receive the ball or get open.
37.

WEAK SIDE

- the side of the court with two players or

less in a half-court offense.
38.

ZONE - a type of defense played when each player covers

an area of the court.

Chapter 2
Review of Literature

Introduction

The review of literature and research summarized on the
following pages has been organized to address the following areas of
responsibility and structure typically associated with a school
district boys' basketball program. The areas addressed were:
1. Philosophy
2. Fundamentals

3. Drill
4. Organization
5. Summary
Research addressed in Chapter 2 was identified through an
Educational Resources Information Centers (ERIC) computer search.
A University of Washington Information Network computer search
was also conducted to identify current related research.
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PHILOSOPHY

Krause (1983) described philosophy as "a search for truth
through logical reasoning; the general principles or laws of a field
of knowledge or activity" (11 :15).

Many times philosophy is

influenced by a coach's definition of success.

As stated by Krause,

the most appropriate definition of success is " doing our best as an
individual and as a team, on and off the court, as an athlete and as a
person to reach our full potential" (11 :15).
Pruden (1987) emphasized how one's perception of winning
impacted a coach's view of success.
an unreliable measure of coaching.

According to Pruden, winning is
Pruden claimed that coaches

should measure their quality of coaching instead of how many games
they win.

As Pruden stated:

"There are too many variables such as injury and availability
of gifted athletes that determine one's chances of winning.
Coaches who measure their success primarily by winning have
difficulty teaching players how to play basketball and have
difficulty helping them play better" (15:106-107).
It was the contention of Dean (1961) that if coaches are to
develop to the fullest potential, coaches must be firm in their
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convictions and principles since these will carry over to all phases
of their lives.

To establish these important beliefs, coaches must

accomplish the number one priority, which is a sound philosophy of
athletics (5:1 ).
Crowell (1986), the founder of the Northwest Basketball Camp,
has developed a set of specific principles that have helped coaches
develop their philosophy of coaching.

Participants in this camp are

afforded an opportunity to develop their philosophy as an athlete
through application of principles which have been quoted below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

give an opportunity to develop physical powers to their
potential
develop responsiveness to group discipline
give an opportunity to develop lasting friendships
develop self confidence
give opportunities for development of cooperation
resourcefulness, perserverance, sportsmanship
gameness, initiative, and unselfishness
give an opportunity to participate in an activity which
parallels many later experiences
increase the circle of friends and acquanintances
create experiences that tend to make one more friendly
interesting, and human (4:10)

Kovisto (1992) also identified specific philosophical
principles of athletics.

Kovisto, however, applied these principles

directly to basketball when explaining how basketball blends
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initiative and teamwork, teaches loyalty and leadership, and
promotes fortitude.

Kovisto claimed basketball teaches control and

command of one's own powers, to think fast and realistically, and to
subordinate personal interests to those of a group.

Basketball,

according to Kovisto, teaches team spirit, self discipline, pride,
confidence, and to work hard.

Additionally, Kovisto believed that

basketball teaches team spirit, self-discipline, pride, and
confidence (10:1).
Lindeburg (1967) explained how certain principles of athletics
and basketball provide a foundation for the establishment of a
personal philosophy.

Lindeburg stated:

"Our qualities of individuality do not remain hidden, but
expressed in every act and deed. It behooves a coach to
develop a philosophy which is concerned with his proper
conduct and actions at all times when working with
individuals and groups" (12:41 ).
Lindeburg made further reference to specific qualities which
research indicated coaches should possess.

These qualities

addressed the issues of proper conduct and actions.

Understanding

this relationship between a coach's qualities and philosophy, it
became apparent that one can identify specific qualities associated
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with the philosophy of basketball.
Bob Cousy (1983) believed a coach should be an educated,
cultured gentleman with high ideals and firm principles. The coach
must be dignified, serious, businesslike, and even tempered with
understanding, patience, and a personality that inspires confidence
in those around him.

The coach must be sincere in relationships,

firm without being stubborn, attuned with the game, and must be
adaptable, while exhibiting organization, leadership, and ethical
conduct (3:3-4).
Stewart (1980) emphasized the need for coaches to be loyal, a
leader, knowledgeable, a hard worker, and natural (i. e., be yourself)
(17:8).

Stewart maintained that coaches be multi-faceted, while

emphasizing that in the coaching profession; a coach will assume
various roles.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

These roles included:

teacher/coach
organizer/planner
leader/motivator
inspirator
guidance counselor
disciplinarian
public relations advocate (17:4-8)

Bunn (1983) emphasized similiar coaching qualifications,
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including moral integrity, ability to teach, proper preparation,
ability to counsel, and being knowledgeable about public relations.
Bunn maintained that a coach should be himself, make the game fun,
practice democracy through leading and following, encourage
freedom and initiative, and encourage fast and aggressive
play (2:7-21).
Dean acknowledged many of the previously mentioned coaching
qualities, but also indicated a coach must teach several educational
values.

The foundation for this belief was based on his philosophy of

"We must coach boys first and basketball second" (5:7). In summary,
Dean encouraged coaches to teach:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

social, emotional, personality, mental and moral
adjustments
leadership and fellowship qualities
respect for authority
development of good health habits
good citizenship
sportsmanship
team play
that with right goes responsibilities (5:7)

A description of coaching qualities was offered by Pinholster
(1966), who stated that " a coach should be a good teacher, have
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lessons outlined, be well read, create a good learning environment,
and counsel" (14:3-5).
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FUNDAMENTALS
Philosophy, as most coaches emphasized, should include the
teaching of basic fundamentals.

Krause (1983) believed that

coaching and playing basketball is based on the development of
fundamental skills.

Krause clearly pointed out that without

fundamentals there would be a difficulty in carrying out any plan or
strategy (11 :13).
Rupp (1962) also recommended the teaching of fundamentals.
Rupp was aware that systems of play and styles of offense and
defense do not win championships.

Rupp believed that championship

basketball meant dealing with the drilling of fundamentals.

Rupp

stated that "If there were a secret in successful basketball, then
that secret would be drilling on the fundamentals" (16:21 ).
According to Rupp, fundamentals, the basic actions of basketball,
are the keys to success (16:25).
Tarkanian (1983) also shared this view of fundamentals.
Tarkanian, however, applied it to player development instead of a
team.

Tarkanian stated that "All basketball reduces to

fundamentals" (18:ix).

Tarkanian claimed that basketball is a game
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of habits and it's important to spend time developing sound
fundamentals.

Tarkanian acknowledged that players can excel at

certain aspects of basketball because of their natural talent; still,
they cannot help but improve their performance by practicing
fundamentals.

According to Tarkanian, a coach's responsibility is to

help players reach their potential through drill and practice work
with fundamentals.
The following are some additional quotes from noted authors
and basketball coaches with regard to the importance of teaching
fundamentals:
Lindeburg stated that "Sound performance of
fundamentals is the foundation of a good, sound game" (12:45).
Warren (1992) stated that a coach should " Teach
basketball's fundamental skills" (19:5).
Kovisto stated that "Stress fundamentals, passing, shooting,
ball handling, guarding, rebounding, dribbling because to
neglect them is to build a basketball structure of quicksand"
(10:3).
Dean has cited two quotes in his book that also emphasized the
importance of fundamentals:
Meanwell stated that "Fundamentals and Morale are
the two most important things in the development of a
successful team " (5:104).
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Holman stated that "Mastery of detail in fundamentals is
the most important principle of winning basketball" (5:104).
As has been determined through research, fundamentals must
be a priority in any basketball program.
emphasis in the Wapato School District.

Fundamentals will be an
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DRILL
Drill will be one of the foundations in the establishment of a
successful, well coordinated boys' basketball program.

Research

indicated that most coaches drill and how much importance a coach
places on drill varies from coach to coach.
Rupp believed that there were several benefits to drilling.
Rupp saw drilling as the biggest job that faces a coach.

Rupp

believed through drilling; a coach would gain the self-control in his
men, plus the suppression of individualism in the interest of team
play.

Rupp also felt that an additional feature of drilling is that it

will prepare individuals and teams for the physical requirements of
the game (16:22).
Tarkanian stressed that a coach's role and responsibility are to
provide players with a planned program of drills and instruction that
will enable players to master fundamental skills necessary to reach
their potential in basketball (18:x).

Since Tarkanian placed such

importance on the development of fundamentals, rigorous repetitive
work was recommended.

Tarkanian also recommended providing

repetition of given skills in brief segments.

For example, a coach
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could set up a drill in transition basketball to develop fast break
basketball.

This technique is known as controlled scrimmaging.

Tarkanian felt that drill and scrimmage have a proper place in the
preparation of basketball players and teams.
The following coaches also advocated drill for a variety of
reasons:
Dean emphasized the use of competitive drills (5:46).
Groenig (1993) stated that "Drill allows a player to
master the necessary basic skills of basketball " (8:lnterview).
Juarez (1993) stated that "Drill has two specific benefits.
The first is the development of fundamental skills that allows
a coach the opportunity to work on the more complex aspects
of basketball. Secondly, drill develops the players ability to
read and recognize situations quicker" (9:lnterview).
Edmonston (1984) stated that "Drills provide methods for
player's stamina, alertness, reactions, quickness, speed, and
strength" (6:1 ).
Even though a large amount of research stressed the need to
drill, a coach must be selective in the types of drills incorporated in
the program.
drills.

Lindeburg offers a guide for the selection of

They are:
1.

The drill should be as simple as possible if it is to be
used as a drill only.
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2.
3.
4.

A drill is more useful if it can be adapted to teaching and
practice of a great number of techniques.
The drill should, if possible, be made into a game and
should be informal at times.
The drill, if possible, should be taken from a part of the
offensive or defensive system that is used (12:45).

Drills can be used to develop various aspects of the game.
Since fast break basketball will be emphasized in the Wapato School
District boys' basketball program, drills emphasizing fast break
basketball will be used.

There are several logical reasons why fast

break basketball was chosen as the preferred style of play.
According to Cousy, fast break basketball allows all players to
have an opportunity to score.

Cousy mentioned that there is less

ballhandling, players are more alert, the fast break confuses and
disorganizes the defense, allows more substituting, and encourages
aggressive play.

However, Cousy acknowledged that this

aggressive, fast, penetrating type of basketball is prone to
excessive fouling.

Cousy claimed that it also forced situations

where players expend energy needlessly (3:149).
Bonham (1984) has the most logical reason for employing this
style of play.

Bonham stated that "Due to today's combination

defenses, match ups, switches every other possession;
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it makes sense to get the shot before the defense can get set up"
(1 :7).

Stewart also advocated a similiar style if one has the
personnel to run such a style of play.

Stewart acknowledged that

this brand of basketball is exciting and fun for players.

In addition,

Stewart claimed it conditioned players and is fundamentally sound.
Stewart also mentioned that it's spirited, aggressive, and team
oriented (17:9).
Some additional advantages are suggested by Kovisto.

Kovisto

believed that fast break basketball prevents other teams from
crashing four or five men to the boards.

Kovisto also believed that

it allows you to dictate tempo while giving you easy baskets
(10:121).
McGuire (1958) is also a supporter of this style of play.
McGuire stated that "The fast break is the most important offensive
system in basketball" (13:156).

Some of the positive attributes of

fast break basketball, according to McGuire, are that fast breaks
result in numerous easy baskets which demoralizes the other team.
McGuire believed that it is colorful, full of sparkling play, and a sure
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crowd-pleaser.

McGuire claimed that all players enjoy the action

because of the speed and dash with which it is executed (13:156).
And finally, Wooden claimed that fast break basketball has
some advantages. The advantages are:
1.
2.
3.

pleases the fans
pleases the players
more players get to play (20:110)

Even though research indicated various reasons for fast break
basketball, the reason for establishing a fast break style at Wapato
has also been influenced by tradition.

Wapato has traditionally

employed an aggressive style of play incorporating the fast break
system plus this style has been advocated by the head coach.

The

research previously reviewed supported and reinforced the need to
continue on this traditional path.
When a coach decides on a style of play, the coach must also
establish a primary offense.

The primary offense selected for

Wapato is known as the shuffle.

Cousy cited some major advantages

for using the shuffle, such as:
1.
2.
3.

opportunities for all five players
well balanced scoring (making it difficult to focus
defensively)
excellent ball control offense
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4.
5.
6.

forces defense to work constantly
it's a good offense if one doesn't have outstanding
personnel
offense has specific spot shots (practice can be geared
for spot shooting drills) (3:232)

While offense has been greatly influenced by Groenig, defense
has basically been determined from team to team.

When addressing

defense, a coach must think about personnel considerations which
includes team speed, height, and experience.
philosophy must also be considered.

Personal defensive

This deals with such issues as

aggressive vs. passive, zone vs. man to man defense, and match up
zone defenses or combination defenses.

Warren also stressed these

two areas. The two areas, as stated above, are personnel
considerations and personal philosophy (19:75-79).
Because of the emphasis and pressure to win basketball games,
some successful coaches have made a committment to playing good
defense, executing offense, fast break basketball, and the use of
drill for player development.

These elements will be the foundation

which Wapato basketball is built.
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ORGANIZATION
Team organization is the cornerstone to success in
coaching. Organization is the sum total of the coach's efforts
to put his philosophy into action in building and maintaining a
winning basketball program. Philosophy is theory;
organization is the means by which a coach translates theory
into practice (3:5).

In the above statement, Cousy expressed the need for coaches
to be organized.

Cousy emphasized the correlation between

philosophy, organization, and program development.

According to

Cousy, there is a definite correlation not only in building and
maintaining a program but in organization and winning.

Thus,

without organization, there is no well coordinated basketball
program.
This successful, well coordinated basketball program included,
according to Cousy, specific responsibilities.
following
1.
2.
3.
4.

organizational

Cousy stressed the

responsibilities:

efficient pre-season planning
keeping record of time spent on specific areas you
covered
providing paperwork (practice times, schedules, scouting
reports, etc.)
early pre-season conditioning and fundamentals (3:5)

Warren believed that coaching requires commitment,
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dedication, and a deep and abiding love for the game -but without
planning, preparation, and organization as well, a coach's time and
efforts are likely to be wasted through duplication or oversight
(19:vii).

Thus, Warren's organizational advice urged coaches to

create a Master Schedule that would allow a coach to know where he
is going and how he intends to get there.

This Master Schedule

covered several phases of basketball which included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Conditioning
Fundamentals drills
Individual offense and defense (including rebounding)
Team defense (zone and/or man-to-man)
Team offense (zone and/or man-to-man)
Beating the presses (zone and/or man-to-man)
Fast-breaking
Delay game
Out-of-bounds
Last-shot or special scoring plays (19:127-128)

By knowing what must be covered and exactly how much time a
coach has available to cover it, a coach must devise practice
schedules that organize practice time efficiently (19:118).

These

plans must include monthly and weekly practice plans which contain
the following components:
1.
2.

Warmup drills or stretching exercises
Fundamental drills
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3.
4.
5.

Shooting drills
Defensive stance and footwork drills
Fast-breaking (19:136)

In addition to these recommendations, Warren urged
individuals to prioritize so the most pressing problems received
proper attention (19:4).
While Warren elaborated extensively on practice planning, Dean
also mentioned the planning/organization process. Dean stressed the
need to include assistant coaches in this process.

Dean suggested

that all coaches dedicate hours to daily planning of practices, daily
discussion of personnel, and game planning (5:24).
Dean also advocated additional planning in the following areas:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

organization of student managers
arranging for better suitable practice time
planning trips
scouting plans
training table manuals
individual conferencing with players
squad meetings
list of acceptable officials (5:25)
Most coaches understand the link between organization

and success.

The following thoughts are from coaches who
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acknowledged the correlation between successful, winning programs
and organization and how to accomplish this.
Tarkanian stated that "A coach's role and responsibility are
to provide players with a planned program of drills and
instruction that will enable them to master the fundamental
skills necessary to reach their potential in basketball" (18:x).
Kovisto included statements on the need to have
properly directed efforts and to have in mind a plan and how to
execute it (10:4).
Foster (1966) offered several suggestions in dealing with
organization.

Foster encouraged coaches to consider these

additional areas of organizational responsibilities:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

prepare a basketball "syllabus" in booklet form to be used
throughout the program
develop cumulative folders on players in the system
develop and adopt standardized set of statistical forms
arrange two staff meeting per year
create a scrap book to recruit younger players
use training films (7:3-6)
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Lindeburg indicated several suggestions for practice
organization.

Lindeburg maintained that the basic practice plan

include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

warm ups
offensive fundamentals
defensive fundamentals
team defense
team offense (12:58-59)

Much of the research on organization dealt with areas such as
specific phases of basketball to cover during practice, length of
practice, specific planning (pre-season, conditioning, public
relations, media relations, community involvement, etc.), manager's
responsibilities, plus a variety of other issues.

To assume these

additional organizational responsibilities will provide the
foundation to establish and maintain a successful, well coordinated
boys' basketball program.
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Summary
The research and literature summarized in Chapter 2 supported the
following themes:
1.

A basketball coach's philosophy is impacted by such
factors as personal qualities, athletic and basketball
coaching principles, and his/her views regarding
success.

2.

Coaches should understand that fundamental basketball
skills provide the foundation for successful programs.

3.

Coaches should recognize the benefits and
advantages inherent in practice drills.

4.

Coaches assume additional organizational responsibilites
other than daily practice (i. e., public relations, media
relations, community involvement, etc.).

CHAPTER3
Procedures of the Project

The purpose of this project was to develop a reference manual
for a school district boys' basketball program.

To accomplish this

purpose, a four-part manual has been designed around the
foundational areas of: (1) philosophy, (2) fundamentals, (3) drill, and
(4) organization. The manual was designed for use by the Wapato
School District basketball staff.
Chapter 3 contains background information describing:
1)

Need for the Project

2)

Development of Support for the Project

3)

Planned Implementation of the Project

Need for the Project

The writer (George Juarez) became aware of the need for this
project as a result of the following:
(1)

Thirteen years experience as an assistant and head coach

in five eastern Washington school districts,
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(2)

The absence of a coach's basketball reference manual

addressing such essential program components as philosophy,
fundamentals, drill, and organization,
(3)

The need expressed by other coaching colleagues for a

basketball reference manual,
( 4)

The need to bring administrative order and structure to

the Wapato School District boys' basketball program,
( 5)

A specific request by the Wapato School District athletic

director Roger O'Dell to develop a reference manual for the boys'
basketball program,
(6)

The opportunity to incorporate the development of a boys'

basketball reference manual into the writer's graduate program of
studies in school/athletic administration at Central Washington
University.

Development of Support for the Project
The writer conferred with Wapato High School Principal
(Leroy Werkhoven) and Athletic Director (Roger O'Dell) regarding the
need for this project.

Both administrators provided support and
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encouragement.

With the assistance of the Athletic Director, it

was determined that two district-wide basketball inservice
workshops should be conducted during the 1993-94 school year to
familiarize coaches regarding use of the reference
manual.

Planned Implementation of the Project

The reference manual produced as a result of this project will
be presented to all Wapato School District boys' basketball coaches
during the 1993-94 school year.

The writer will conduct both

coaches inservice workshops during September and October prior to
the basketball season.

The coaches will incorporate elements of the

four foundational areas (i.e., philosophy, fundamentals, drill, and
organization) into their daily practice plans.

This will allow for

consistency and organization which will translate into building and
maintaining a successful, well-coordinated basketball program.

Chapter 4

The Project

The reference manual for the Wapato School District boys'
basketball program, which was the subject of this project, has been
presented on the following pages.
The reference manual which provides foundations for coaches
in order to build and maintain a sucessful, well coordinated boys'
basketball program has been organized into four parts, including:

I.

Philosophy

11.

Fundamentals

111.

D ri 11

IV.

Organization
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this reference manual is to provide the Wapato
School District with a specific guide for boys' basketball.

This

manual can be a valuable tool for coaches of the Wapato School
District boys' basketball program.

This manual will provide a

philosophical perspective of basketball throughout the district
program.

In addition, it will provide individuals with procedures,

policies, objectives/aims, and valuable information with respect to
the total district program.
This manual has been organized in four parts including:

I. Philosophy
11. Fundamentals
111. D ri 11
IV. Organization
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This manual will also:
1.

provide general philosophies for Wapato basketball

2.

prevent conflicts concerning specific
responsibilities between coaches

3.

provide a standardization of teaching fundamental
dril Is

4.

generate specific program goals

5.

ensure accountability in the fulfillment of program
goals

6.

provide a continuity of instruction

7.

provide tips and pointers on what to do and how to
do it, for inexperienced coaches

8.

provide drills that are progressive in nature
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Personal Coaching Philosophy
The first fundamental of coaching is a sound philosophy of
athletics.

This writer's basic philosophy of athletics has been

developed through his association with the Northwest Basketball
Camp.

A manual is given to all athletes attending this camp

concerning the values of athletics and the writer is in basic
agreement that athletics provides the following principles for
individuals:

1.

An opportunity to develop physical powers to their
fullest potential

2.

To develop responsiveness to group discipline

3.

An opportunity to develop lasting friendships

4.

Development of self-confidence

5.

Opportunities for development of cooperation,
resourcefulness, perseverance, sportsmanship,
gameness, initiative, and unselfishness

6.

Opportunity to participate in an activity which parallels
many later experiences

7.

An increase in the circle of friends and acquaintances

8.

Play experiences that tend to make one more friendly,
interesting, and human
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In consideration of these basic principles, the teaching of
values such as the social, emotional, personality, mental and moral
adjustments must be included by the coach.

Through the teaching of

these values, the coach assumes the roles of friend, counselor and
surrogate parent.

In addition to teaching these educational values,

the coach must also teach leadership, respect of authority, good
citizenship, and team play.
To become an effective coach, this writer believes that these
previously mentioned responsibilities must be assumed.

The writer

is in agreement with John Bunn of Springfield College that, in
general, the coach wields a greater influence on student life than
does any other school official.

The coaching profession allows a

natural intimacy and fellowship with students that is difficult to
attain from other faculty positions.

Therefore, it is vital that a

coach be an individual of high standards and a role model whose
examples are an inspiration.
It should be the goal of every coach to help develop the athlete
into a total person, both physically and psychologically.
writer's main goal as a coach.

The physical needs are

This is the
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demanding, urgent needs that are easily satisfied.

These are the

most basic fundamental needs such as water, food, and sleep.

In

accomplishing this, the writer stressed the important of nutrition,
exercise, and rest.
Once satisfaction of physical needs has been accomplished,
three deepest psychological needs; to love and be loved, to feel
worthy or competent, and to belong must be developed.

the
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Program Level Philosophy
Boys basketball is a team sport appropriate for (all) grades.
The youth level program (5-6) is designed for the introduction of
basic fundamentals.

Concentration in developing basic skills such a

passing, dribbling, shooting, defense, and rebounding will be
stressed.

Opportunity to participate is mandatory at this level.

All

players will participate an equal amount of time to allow the
opportunity of full development of their skills.
The goal at the 7th-8th grades is the development of basic
skills, knowledge of positions and skills required of those positions,
and the concept of teamwork.

A high degree of participation is

encouraged and necessary for all student athletes in these grades.
Although athletic skills are stressed, personal qualities such as self
control, determination, cooperation and the ability to accept
coaching will be emphasized.
At levels 9-12 more emphasis will be placed on competitiveness
for individuals and for team; however, the heavy emphasis will be
placed on the team.
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Style of Play Philosophy
Fast break basketball will be emphasized at Wapato.
our intent to break every time we get the ball.

It will be

We must put constant

pressure on our opponents by getting the fast break started as soon
as possible.

To develop fast break thinking, we must teach our

players to immediately recognize certain patterns when they see a
fast break opportunity.
break drills daily .

This will require practice of various fast

We will emphasize the fast break through proper

practice drills and techniques.

This style of play will hopefully

force opponents to spend more time practicing defensive basketball
rather than concentrating on their offense.
In addition to the fast break style of play, we will emphasize
the man-to-man defense.

This, coupled with a variety of press

defenses such as 1-2-2 full court, 2-2-1 full court, 1-3-1 half
court and man-to-man full court, will result in a fast-paced game.
This is the style of basketball that is desired at Wapato.
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SEQUENCE OF FUNDAMENTALS
This section will introduce specific fundamentals that will be
introduced either in the Youth program, Middle School/"C" Squad
program or the high school program.

This is a brief segment

concentrated only on basic fundamentals. This is not, by any means,
a comprehensive collection of every skill that needs to be mastered
by the time players reach high school.

We have focused on the major

fundamentals that are recognized by most coaches.
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YOUTH LEVEL FUNDAMENTALS
Level - Grades 5 and 6
I.

Shooting Skills
Proper fundamentals of shooting will be introduced and
be put into practice.
A.

The Lay-In - Stress the proper technique for both the right
and left handed lay in.

8.

Crossovers should be introduced.

The Free Throw - Proper fundamentals will be introduced.
Mastery

should be emphasized with the hope that the

player will practice skill.

Jumping during the free throw

is allowable and probably necessary for most.
C.

The Set Shot - The majority of shots taken at this level
will be the set shot.

Since this shot is a lead up to the

jump shot, the teaching of proper fundamentals is
necessary.
11.

Emphasize these daily in all practice sessions.

Passing Skills
Introduce the proper techniques and fundamentals in the
following skills:
A.

Chest Press

8.

Two-handed bounce pass

C.

Overhead two-handed pass
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111.

Dribbling Skills
Proper techniques and fundamentals should be introduced and
practiced.

IMPORTANT - Since the dribble is the first thing

that most will do when first handling a basketball, bad habits
can be learned.
make corrections.

Please watch closely for these bad habits and
The following skills should be introduced:

A.

Left and right-handed dribble

B.

Change direction dribble - R to L, L to R

C.

Jump stop off dribble - cross overs may be taught from
this

ne.s
1.

Head up

2.

The dribble is only used when necessary

3.

Be under control
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IV.

Special Offense Fundamentals

A.

Give-and-go - This is one of the fundamental plays of
basketball.

Players should be taught what it is and how to

do it.
B.

Screen and Roll - This also is a fundamental part of
basketball. Teaching this is necessary.

v.

Defense
A.

Proper man to man fundamentals should be introduced.
Proper body positioning on defense should be taught.

B.

This level, although they might not be able to entirely
understand all the concepts of team defense, should be
introduced to them.

IMPORT ANT - Remember that standing between the man and the
basketball is no longer a valid defensive position.

Use the you-me-

ball principal.
VI.

Rebounding
This is hard to teach at any level.

But the players should be

made to realize that it is a very important phase of the game.
Proper screening

out fundamentals should be shown to them.
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Level - Grades 7-9
The eighth grade coaches are responsible for the Middle School and
"C" squad programs.

They should insure that the following

fundamentals are taught.

By the time an athlete gets to high school,

he should be exposed to all the basic fundamentals listed below.
This does not mean that all fundamentals will be taught in grade 7;
it means that by the time a player finished grade 9, he should have
been exposed to these fundamentals.
I.

Shooting
Stress the proper fundamentals of shooting.

Player should:

1.

Correctly shoot a right and left handed lay-in

2.

Correctly execute jump off dribble with cross-over
right/left

3.

Correctly execute a jump stop off a pass going right up
with a jump shot or set shot

4.

Have proper form in the set shot or jump shot (emphasize)

5.

Be able to correctly shoot a free throw

6.

Be able to shot the hook shot driving from one side of
basket to other
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11.

Passing
The player should:
1.

Correctly execute

chest pass

2.

Correctly execute right/left one handed bounce pass

3.

The overhead pass should be introduced. Please use some
practice time for this because 75% of passing is from this
position

4.

5.

Properly execute the pass from:
A.

guard to guard

8.

guard to forward/post

Execute outlet pass off rebound with proper turning
technique

6.

Ill.

Execute the full-court one-hand pass

Dribbling
The player should:
1.

Be able to drive to the basket using left-handed dribble on
left side and right-handed dribble on right side
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2.

Properly execute the following dribble moves:

A. reverse dribble

B. cross over dribble
C. change of pace dribble

D. jab and go from triple threat position
E the rocker move from triple threat position
F. dribble techniques with head-up and have court
awareness
IV.

Defense
The player should:
1.

know and maintain proper defensive body position

2.

be able to protect baseline on a driving opponent

3.

know basic on-ball and off-ball defensive positions from
all areas of the court

4.

be able to execute a proper on-ball switch and off-call
switch

5.

start to understand team defense concepts
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6.

learn the proper techniques of verbal communication while
playing defense

7.

understand the importance of good defensive play as an
integral part of a game philosophy

IMPORTANT - Zones will not be used until proper man-to-man
defensive skills are taught and understood by players.

V.

Rebounding
The player should:
1.

understand its importance

2.

properly execute box-out techniques

3.

properly execute outlet pass off a rebound

4.

learn the proper techniques of snapping the ball off the
board, keeping the ball high and pivoting out

5.

understand the LRM concept of rebounding
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VI.

Special Plays
The player should:
1.

be able to properly execute a screen and roll

2.

be able to properly execute a give and go

3.

be able to properly execute offensive patterns and their
options

4.

be able to understand offensive patterns used on high
school level

5.

properly execute: 3 on 2 situation, 2 on 1 situation
1 on 1 situation
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Level 10-12
In addition to being exposed to the basic fundamentals, a
player should have satisfactorily mastered them.

Making these

assumptions, the player is expected to pick up various aspects of
basketball.

At this level, a player should have an adequate mastery

of the fundamental skills to execute successfully the following:

I.

11.

Shooting

1.

lay ins

2.

jump shot

3.

set shot

4.

foul shot

5.

understand shot selection

Passing

1.

chest

2.

overhead

3.

bounce

4.

baseball
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111.

IV.

Dribbling

1.

right-hand dribble

2.

left-hand dribble

3.

change of pace dribble

4.

spring dribble

5.

cross over dribble

Defense

1.

man-to-man - Understand stance, shuffling, hand
position, body position, on ball defense, and offball defense

2.

team defense - understand sagging, helping,
triangle, switching, talking and getting through
screens

3.

Zone defense - understand areas of responsibilities
in a 2-3 zone, 1-2-2 zone, 1-3-1 zone, and
match up zone
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V.

Rebounding

1.

locate, rotate, motate method of rebounding
(understand the importance of each phase)

VI.

2.

execute outlet pass off a rebound

3.

proper technique execution

Special Plays
1.

Shuffle (hi-low offense)

2.

14 (flex offense)

3.

ISO (specialty plays dealing with isolations)

4.

Nevada (zone offense versus one man front)

5.

X (zone offense versus two man front)

6.

Slant (zone offense versus one man front)

7.

UCLA (zone offense versus two man front)

8.

Press Breaks (versus one man front or two man
front, full, half, or three-quarter court)
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CONCLUSION
In conclusion, it should be understood that at every level there
will be discussion and emphasis in the following areas:
1.

attitudes

2.

sportsmanship

3.

relationships (coach, teammates, officials, teachers, fans,
and community)

4.

training

5.

academic* - *This is of supreme importance
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DRILLS
This segment includes drills in the following areas:
(1) passing, (2) shooting, (3) dribbling, (4) rebounding, (5) fast
break, (6) defense, (7) offense, (8) team and individual conditioning.
This basic symbol key will be used for the drill section.
Pass ................................................................................
Screen ...........................................................................

f

Dribble..........................................................................
Path of player or Cut.. ............................................
Player with basketball. ........................................ .

®

Drills need to be introduced as each coach feels his team is
prepared for the introduction of new drills.

The majority of these

drills will be used at the high school level.

It is important that we

introduce these drills prior to an athlete entering high school.
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Passing
Before illustrating several passing drills, it is necessary to
give a brief description of the following passes: chest pass, bounce
pass, flip pass, and the overhead pass.

While instruction occurs, key

points of emphasis will be identified.

Chest Pass Techniques
1.

Ready position
A.

flex knees

B.

face target

C.

head up

D.

eyes of receiver

E

ball chest level

F.

bend elbow

G

grip with fingertips

2.

Step up to target and release ball

3.

Pronate wrists inward with thumb down on release
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Two-handed bounce pass
1.

Apply all chest pass techniques to project ball on one
bounce to teammate

2.

Avoid

"telegraphing"

pass

Hand Flip Pass
1.

From ready position with eyes on receiver, step to side of
intended pass

2.

Keep both hands on ball until point of release

3.

Pronate wrist of outside hand over top of ball to make
release with "flipping action"

4.

Deliver ball on level trajectory or bounce to teammate

Overhead Pass
1.

Ready position: Face target with head up and eyes on
receiver-Grip ball with fingertips

2.

Extend arms upward with ball overhead-Step to target

3.

Pronate wrists inward-thumbs down
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#1

Dribble, Pivot, Pass, Cut Drill

Purpose:

Players work on dribbling, pivoting, cutting,
and passing techniques.

Procedure:

Coach should divide squad into several groups
and spread the length of the court (see
diagram 1.1 ).

Each group shall have a ball.

The player at the front of the line shall be in
a control dribble and wait for coaches signal.
On signal, player will take three quick
dribbles and stop.

On signal, player shall

execute a 180 degree reverse pivot and wait
for signal.

On signal, the player will pass

ball to next player in line.

As pass is being

made, he will run toward player in line and
cut to the right.

Next player starts sequence

waiting for signal.
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#2

Four Corner Passing Drill

Purpose:

Practice making accurate passes.

Procedure:

Coach should put a line of players in each
corner of a half court (see diagram 1.2).

The

ball is passed diagonally and then to the right
each time.

After a player makes a pass, he

runs to where it was thrown.
second basketball)

(Coach may add
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Diagram 1.2
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#3
Purpose:

Two Line Passing Drill
To practice making and meeting various types
of passes (chest, bounce, flip, overhead, etc.).

Procedure:

Players pair up (see Diagram 1.3). Players
pass basketball back and forth to one another
and should come to meet each pass.
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#4
Purpose:

Three Lane Rush
Players learn to make passes while on the
move.

Procedure:

Players fill the lanes and pass basketball
back and forth. (See Diagram 1.4) The ball is
not to touch the floor.

No shots are taken.

0

0

0

0
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#5
Purpose:

Touch Drill

Players practice handling basketball.
Develops softness in catching and quickness
in releasing the ball.

Procedure:

Players line up in opposite corners of the half
court.

They move continuously.

They touch

pass the ball between them as they move
towards each other (See Diagram 1.5). The
ball does not touch the floor.
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Diagram 1.5
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#6
Purpose:

Spot Passing

Practice making a variety of passes
accurately while performing under a time
limit.

Procedure:

Coach must use tape to make two square
approximately eighteen inches in width on the
wall.
away.

Players are to be ten to twelve feet
(See diagram 1.6)

This drill can be

used as competition among players.
can be determined by the coach.

The time
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COACHING POINTS OF EMPHASIS FOR
PASSING AND RECEIVING
I.

Passing and Receiving
A.

accuracy

B.

quickness

C.

crispness

D.

fingertip

E

head and eye deception

F.

seeing receiver

G

receiver watching ball

H.

receiver relaxation

I.

receiver meeting ball

J

keeping the hands above the waist

control
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SHOOTING
Prior to becoming a good shooter, one must have an
understanding of the keys to successful shooting.

These keys

include proper technique, balance, squaring up to the basket,
relaxation, concentration, and confidence.

These keys are of little

value, if one doesn't commit to the most important key of successful
shooting.

This key is PRACTICE. One must be willing to put in the

time to develop the art of shooting.
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The explanation of proper techniques which are keys to proper
shooting follows:
a.

position of feet - shoulder width apart

b.

knees bent

4.

arm and hand positioning

d.

wrist cocked with hand under the ball

e.

eyes on target

f.

push through the ball, extending arm, then release your
wrist

g.

follow through (fingers pointing towards floor)

The following are recommended drills to develop the skill of
shooting, followed by the coaching points to be emphasized while
running through the drills.
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Shooting

Drills
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#1
Purpose:

Rapid Fire

Players work on rebounding, outletting,
passing to a target, receiving a pass, and
proper shooting technique.

Procedure:

The drill begins with a shooter, a passer, and
a rebounder(See diagram 2.1 ).

The shooter

has one basketball and the passer the other.
Shooter must keep moving at all times.

After

one minute, players rotate ( an additional
rebounder can be used when using two
basketballs).
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#2
Purpose:

Two Player Shooting Drill
Player works on shooting off of various
offensive moves. Improves stamina.

Procedure:

The shooter will go for a total of
twenty-five shots.

The rebounder

must get the ball back to the
shooter as quickly as possible.

The

shooter must keep moving around the
perimeter during all twenty-five shots
(See diagram 2.2).

This drill can

incorporate the use of a dribble or two
dribbles.
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Diagram 2.2
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#3
Purpose:

Follow the Leader Drills
Develop shooting from various offensive
moves.

Procedure:

Use a player who is familiar with the
following shots (see diagram 2.3).

1.

speed dribble - jump shot

2.

jab - drive

3.

jab - elbow jump shot

4.

jab - elbow spin lay-up

5.

jab - baseline jump shot

6.

jab - baseline spin lay-up

7.

jab - jump shot

These shots are executed from both sides
of the floor.
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Diagram 2.3
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#4.
Purpose:

21 Jump Shot Drill
To practice 3-point shooting and following
your shooting in a competitive situation.

Procedure:

Divide squad into teams.

Shooter shoots from

top of the key and rebounds his shot (see
diagram 2.4).
a lay-up.

He then follows this shot with

Players get two points for the

jumpshot and one point for the lay-up if they
are made.
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Diagram 2.4
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#5.
Purpose:

Intensity Lay-ups
To work on speed dribbling, quick stops and
turns while concentrating on making lay-ups.

Procedure:

Two players per basket. Only one,
however, can work this drill.
start at the top of the key.

Players
He dribbles

with the right hand and lays ball in.

He

grabs the ball, quickly dribbles to the
top of the circle and repeats drill
(see diagram 2.5).
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Diagram 2.S
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#6.
Purpose:

X-Out

To develop quickness to the basket, quick
stops and turns, right- left-hand lay-ups as
well as endurance.

Procedure:

Players start at the right corner of the foul
line. Right-hand dribble to the basket and lay
the ball in.

Grab ball, right-hand dribble to

left corner of foul line.

Player then dribbles

left handed to the basket and makes left-hand
lay-up.

Continue left hand dribble to the

right corner, switch to right hand and repeat
drill (see diagram 2.6).
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Diagram 2.6
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#7.
Purpose:

Mikan Drill

To develop rhythm and timing, keeping head
up/eye concentration while developing short
hook shot.

Procedure:

These are continuous lay-ups - right hand
lay-up, grab ball, left hand lay-up, grab ball
and alternate. Since this is self explanatory,
no diagram will be provided.
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COACHING POINTS OF EMPHASIS

11.

Shooting

1. Shooting
2. Ball close to body
3. Follow through of hand
and head
4. Eye on target-top of rim
5. Lightness of shot
6. Fingertip control

7.
8.

9.

10.

Confidence
Balance - with
shoulders square
away
Naturalness for
individual
Competitive
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DRIBBLING
In this section,
provided.

a description of the basic dribbling position is

We will also detail the proper execution of the control

dribble, speed dribble, crossover dribble, and the spin/reverse pivot
dribble.
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Basic Dribble Position
1. head up; eyes focused ahead
2.

knees flexed; body in semi-crouched position

3.

ball contacted with fingers and thumb tips

4.

free arm is out for balance and ball protection

Control

Dribble

1. dribble knee to waist high (better control and reduce
opponent's chance of stealing, arm protects)

Speed Dribble
1.

waist to chest -lean body forward

2.

shoulder square to direction you are going
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Crossover
1. begin change from control dribble
2. bounce ball sharply to opposite hand
3. square shoulders to direction of travel
4. exchange must be made quickly since ball is exposed to
opponent for brief instance
5. drive off trailing leg
6. protect ball with arm and leg

Spin Dribble / Reverse Pivot
Change Techniques

1. begin change from control dribble
2. stop on foot opposite dribbling hand
3. pivot on front foot
4. transfer ball to opposite hand
5. complete pivot on opposite foot
6. protect ball with arm and leg
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Dribbling
A. DRIBBLING SERIES ..............................................................................................62
8. SUICIDE DRIBBLE. ................................................................................................64
C. COACHING POINTS OF EMPHASIS ..................................................................67
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#1.
Purpose:

Dribbling Drills
To develop a variety of dribbles such as:
1) Speed dribble, 2) control dribble, 3)
crossover dribble, 4) spin dribble, 5) behind
the back dribble, 6) between the leg dribble,
7) change of pace dribble, and 8) between the
leg, and the spin dribble.

Procedure:

Players line up at baseline and the
coach specifies a dribble that the team

will execute up and back
(See diagram3.1).

0

0

Diagram 3.1
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#2.
Purpose:

Suicide Dribble
Development of speed dribbling under
control and

development of quick

sprinting reaction time.
Procedure:

Players will line up in three flights (guards,
forwards, and centers).

Player uses right

hand dribble to the foul line (touch line).
hand dribble back to base line.
half-court and left hand back
(See diagram 3.2).

Left

Right hand to
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Diagram 3.2
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An abundance of drills are not listed, since many drills such as
Drill #1 and # 2 in the Shooting Drill section can be modified to
include the dribble.

All of the Follow-the-Leader drills (#3 Shooting

Drills) use the dribble.
include the dribble.

Drills #5 and 6 in the Shooting Drills also

At the conclusion of this section, Coaching

Points of Emphasis for dribbling is provided.

Again, it is imperative

that coaches reemphasize these points while the drills are taking
place.
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Coaching Points of Emphasis
Ill.

Dribbling

1. Keeping head up
2. Not pounding ball
3. Combine with change
of pace and direction
4. Drive, don't bounce

5. Wrist and finger control
6. Be ready to pass, pivot,
or shoot
7. Low dribble when in trouble
8. High dribble for speed
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REBOUNDING
It is understood that height and natural jumping ability are major
contributions in the art of rebounding.

If a player consistently fails

to aggressively block out or position themselves to deny opponents
easy access to rebounds, the chances are pretty good that
fundamental rebounding technique was not stressed by the coach.
Rebounding is based on player's seeking out, and then
maintaining physical contact with their opponents.
Method of rebounding is introduced.
trigger the action of rebounding.

Thus, the LRM

This method uses key words to
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The LRM Method of Rebounding
The first phase is Locate.

As the shot is taken, the players

man must be located. The defensive player must go to his man and
put his forearm up near the opponent's chest.
As the offensive player returns to the floor, he will either
stay and watch the rebound or rebound.

The defensive player must

watch for the first movement from offensive player.

Once there is

an offensive move to rebound, the defensive player must throw his
arm, farthest from the direction of the move, to the offensive man
farthest underarm.

This will cause the defensive player to bring his

forearm across his opponent's chest.

As this movement happens, the

leg also crosses in front of the opponent's body.

At this point, the

defensive player will have his body in front of his opponent.

The

coach should emphasize keeping contact with the opponent with the
weight low and arms shoulder width with hands up forming a 90
degree angle at the elbow. Thus, the second phase of rebounding has
been executed.

This is called Rotate.

This simply means that one

must move in the direction of the offensive player's attempt to
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rebound.

The defensive player is attempting to stay between his

man and the rebound. Once the rebound comes off the glass, the
defensive player must go get the rebound.

The defense has just

performed the Locate, Rotate, and M.otate method of rebounding.
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Rebounding

Drills

A. CIRCLE BOXING OUT............................................................................................72
8. BASELINE BOX-OUT............................................................................................74
C. TIP DRILL. ..............................................................................................................76
D. COACHING POINTS OF EMPHASIS ..................................................................79
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#1
Purpose:

Circle Boxing-Out
Players work on proper technique for blocking
out.

Players work on maintaining

contact with opponent.

Offensive players

work on avoiding the box-out.
Procedure:

Coach places ball on the floor and arranges
defensive players around it (See Diagram 4.1 ).
Offensive players attempt to get to ball
while the defense executes LRM method.

In

order to make the drill like a game situation,
allow offensive players to take imaginary
shot and then go to rebound.
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Diagram 4.1
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#2.
Purpose:

Baseline Box-Out
Defensive players practice box-out and going
after rebound on missed shots.

Offensive

players work on offensive rebounding.
Procedure:

Coach puts players in positions shown
(Diagram 4.2). A coach or manager shoots the
ball.

Player must box-out and aggressively go

to the boards to rebound.

This drill may

require motivation to work effectively.
Example:

Defensive players must rebound

three shots in three attempts.

Offensive

players must rebound one shot in three
attempts.

Loser runs a ten-second drill.
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#3.
Purpose:

Tip Drill

Players practice timing to keep basketballs
on the board.

Procedure:

Excellent conditioning drill.

Coach lines players up on same side of
baskets on a full court (See Diagram 4.3).
The first player in each line throws the ball
up on the board.

Players continue tapping the

ball and do not let the ball hit the floor.
After tapping at one basket, players run to
the end of the line at other basket.
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Diagram 4.S
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In addition to these rebounding drills, a coach must always
emphasize the importance of rebounding.

He must stress its

importance since our style, fast break, dictates controlling the
boards.

This is extremely important during the scrimmage segment

of practice.
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COACHING POINTS OF EMPHASIS

IV. Rebounding

1.
2.
3.
4.

Getting position
Keeping hands up and elbows out
Blocking out
Timing

5.
6.
7.
8.

Height of jump
Spread and kick
Look
Quick pass out
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FAST BREAK

This is the style preference at Wapato.

every opportunity.

We will break at

All of our full court running drills are for

the purpose of conditioning our players for this style of play.
We must teach our players to deal with high-speed
ballhandling, cutting into or following passing lanes
downcourt, or taking advantage of offensive opportunities at
the end of the fast break.
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FAST BREAK
A. STRAIGHT DOWN DRILL. ....................................................................................82
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#1.
Purpose:

Straight-Down Drill
Players learn to fill lanes properly and
proper execution of the cut at the top of the
key extended.

Additional emphasis on

rebounding and outletting.
Procedure:

Players 1 and 3 are the wings (they must stay
wide, near the sideline) and 2 is the middle
player in a fast break situation
5.1 ).
pass.

(See Diagram

Player 2 passes to 1 and gets a return
Player 2 dribbles downcourt making a

pass to player 3 for a layup.

Player 2 touches

baseline and fills player 3 lane on the return.
Player 1 rebounds shot and outlets to player
3 filling player 2 outside lane.

Player 3

returns pass to player 1 who is now filling
player 2's lane.

Player 1 dribbles down

center lane passing ball to player 2 for a
layup.

C)

I
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#2.
Purpose:

Start the Break Drill
Players learn to fill lanes properly on a fast
break from a scramble type situation.

Procedure:

Coach throws the ball to one of the five
players clustered in an area of a half court
(See Diagram 5.2).

The player receiving the

ball cannot dribble it to the middle.

The

other players must fill the lanes with big
players going into the boxes on either side of
the lane.

(!
Diagram 5.2'
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#3.
Purpose:

Eleven Man Fast Break
Allows players to work on 3 on 2 situations
and their conditioning.

Procedure:

Coach should set up two players on defense
and two players in wing positions at each end
of the floor, in addition to three players
going on the break against two of the
defensive players (See Diagram 5.3). The
one person out of five who gains control of
the basketball goes on the break to the other
end of the floor with the two players in the
wing position.

The other four players will

fill the two defensive spots and the two
wings.

Drill continues in the same fashion

back down the floor.
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#4.
Purpose:

Five Across Baseline Break
To teach defensive players to hustle back to
play good position defense against three
offensive players working on the fast break.

Procedure:

The coach lines up five players across
baseline (See Diagram 5.4). There should be a
guard in the middle to handle the ball. On
whistle, outside players sprint to play
defense.

The remaining three players break

to score quickly. Coach may run each group of
five continuously or different groups one
after another.

Diagr m 5.4
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#5.

Flanker Drill

Purpose:

Players fill lanes properly and work on rebounding
and outletting. Players also learn to form a
rebounding triangle.

Procedure:

Players line up as shown (See Diagram 5.5).
There will be two rebounders, and a guard handling
the basketball in the middle. One of the two
rebounds the ball. The other rebounder seeing his
teammate has gained possession will fill the
outside lane. The guard runs out to hash-mark and
returns to meet outlet pass. Rebounder executes
outlet pass and fills lane. The guard passes the
ball to wing man for lay up and goes to elbow and
drops to block for rebound. Guard passes ball to
wing man for a jump shot, goes to elbow and
flashes hands and drops to block for rebound.
Shooter takes a jump shot and goes to broken line
to rebound. Remaining man is on opposite side
block to rebound forming rebound triangle.
Wing
man returns pass to elbow for guard jump shot and
then drops to block. Guard rebounds at broken line.
Remaining man rebounds at other block. The final
shot on this series is the dump pass. This time
guard passes ball to other wing for a power shot.
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Coaching Points of Emphasis
for the Fast Break
V. Team Fast Break
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Making opportunities
Accuracy over speed
Keeping floor balance
Looking ahead
High percentage shot
only

6. Getting ball through middle
7. Getting ball out fast
8. Quick change from defense to
offense
9. Ball-handling on move
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DEFENSE
Defense is as important as offense, but is considered less
glamorous than scoring baskets.

It requires hard work

concentration, and determination and is a key in our style of play.
Playing proper defense generally leads to easy scoring opportunities.
You will be introduced to the basic defensive stance. It is impossible
to explain or illustrate every defensive situation.

We will only

illustrate basic drills for developing proper technique and, at the
same time, challenge our players to develop the hard work ethic
with concentration and determination.
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Basic Defensive Stance
1.

Defensive Ready Position
a)

body balanced/equal weight both feet

b)

feet - shoulder width apart with one
foot slightly in front

2.

c)

knees flexed

d)

arms relatively close to body

e)

head up - eyes focused ahead

Overplay opponent with 1/2 step to side you wish
to defend

3.

Use step, sliding step action to achieve control
position

4.

Close to a position in dribblers path

5.

When defending against shooter, raise closest hand
and move to tighten position, likewise, when
defending against pass react with hand
closest to source of pass
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#1.
Purpose:

One-on-One Baseline Drill
Player will work on denying the entry pass to
a wing position.

Player will execute proper

defensive fundamentals.
Procedure:

Coach will line up players as shown
Diagram 6.1 ).

(See

Defensive players are to deny

entry pass to wing while not allowing
offensive player to execute a front pivot.
Defensive player must maintain front leg to
inside back leg of offensive player while
maintaining an arms length distance.

If

offensive player receives ball, defense must
raise hands up to ears.

Offense works on

getting clear to receive pass.
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Diagram 6.1
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#2.
Purpose:

Lateral Line

To improve lateral movement (under control)
and to work on first step defensive reaction.

Procedure:

Player starts with both feet outside the foul
lane.

In a defensive stance, he slides

sideways until both feet are outside foul line
and immediately slides back until both feet
are across the top of circle.
drill

(See Diagram 6.2).

Quickly repeat
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Diagram 6.2
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#3.
Purpose:

One-on-One Drill
To develop players defensive foot quickness
by reacting to offensive man's variety of
dribbles (e.g. crossover, change of pace, spin,
etc.).

Defense will also execute appropriate

block out technique.
Procedure:

Coach pairs up team based on ability as
shown

(See Diagram 6.3).

Offensive players

challenge defense to work by not just blowing
by and leaving behind. Several changes of
direction must take place.

Defense will use

appropriate box-out technique.
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#4.
Purpose:

Figure 8 Drill
Develop proper defensive techniques as well
as foot quickness.

Procedure:

Coach will line up players as shown (See
Diagram 6.4).

Player follows the first person

in line in a shuffle up to half court.

The

player then uses a drop step and goes
diagonally to corner.

Player then shuffles

forward to half court.

Again, he will drop

step and shuffle diagonally to starting point.
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Diagram 6.4
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#5.
Purpose:

Triangle Drill
Improve defensive footwork. Good
conditioner.

Procedure:

Players begin by shuffling to corner
Diagram 6.5).
let them touch.

(See

They do not cross their feet or
As they reach corner, push

off outside foot and sprint toward coach.
Then sprint backwards with head high.
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Diagram 6.5
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#6.
Purpose:

Jump/Front Drill
Players work on hustling back on defense and
getting ahead of offensive players to prevent
a shot.

Procedure:

On the whistle, the offensive player dribbles
as quickly as possible to half court and then
goes directly to basket.

The defensive player

catches up to the offensive player and gets in
front in order to turn him

(See diagram 6.6).

Diagram 6. 6
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#7.

Stop Penetration and Recover
D r i 11

Purpose:

Teaches defensive players to stop offensive
penetration and to recover to contest a
jumper.

Procedure:

Coach will have three offensive players and
three defensive players.

The offensive player

at top of the key starts with the ball

(See

diagram 6.7). He makes a good one-on-one
penetration on the defensive player.

The

other defensive players jump off their men
and check player with the ball.

The player

who is on the drive passes to open corner
man.

The defense closes out quickly to guard

against jump shot.
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#8.
Purpose:

Defensive Reaction Drill
Players work on defensive fundamentals
while reacting to a leader using various
offensive moves.

Procedure:

A player stands in front of the others and
runs the drill (See Diagram 6.8).

Players

spread out over the court and face player 1.
Team reacts to player ( dribble left - defense
shuffles to right, dribble forward - defense
retreats, etc.).
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#9.
Purpose:

Run and Slide
In an open court situation, defensive players
learn to turn the offensive players they are
guarding.

Procedure:

Players line up as shown (See diagram 6.9).
Defensive player alternates a run with a
slide.

The run is a sprint, since the attempt

is to catch up to an imaginary player that has
beaten him.

Every time the defensive player

runs, he must drop step quickly with a low
center of gravity.

0000000
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#10.
Purpose:

Close Outs

To teach the proper close out technique while
under control.

Procedure:

Line up as in the Run-Slide Drill.

Player will

close out on coaches/managers maintaining
more weight on the trailing leg while denying
the middle of the court.

After denial, the

defensive player goes to next close out area
while performing two quick retreat shuffles
(See Diagram 6.10)
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It is understood that there are many situational defensive
drills that haven't been covered.

Such situations as preventing the

pivot pass, defensing the low post screen, defending the cutters,
etc., will be left to each individual coach.

We must, however,

emphasize the following basic fundamentals of defense.
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Coaching Points of Emphasis
for Defense
VI.

Defense

1.
2.
3.
4.

Hustle and talking
Development of pride
Body balance and position
Split vision-two thirds
man and one third ball
5. Pointing at man and ball
6. Alertness to help working
together

7.
8.
9.
10.

Keeping pressure on
Proper footwork
Never crossing legs
Getting to position
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OFFENSE
Offense will vary according to the defensive tactics employed
by the opposing team.
man-to-man pressure.

We will introduce the shuffle offense against
For a one man front zone, we will use Nevada.

Against an even man front zone, we will employ two offenses, UCLA
and X.
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SHUFFLE OFFENSE
We line the middle guard directly in the center of the court.

He

is usually ready to begin operations about two or three strides above
the free throw circle.
Each wingman (or forward) begins approximately on the free
throw line extended.

One wing we call "W" or weakside", the other

we call "S" or "strongside".

These two players are weak or strong

depending upon which side "P" the high post, assumes.
right side as in Diagram

If P posts the

7.1, the right wing is strongside and vice

versa if P posts left.
"L" or low post always sets on the same side as does P. S and
W begin to manuever for freedom from defensive men S and W. This
is a two step maneuver. (Diagram 7.2)
they start to jockey.

S and W are facing the lane as

They step toward the basket by taking a long

first step with their baseline foot, to the rear or baseline side of
the defensive man. (Diagram 7.3)

This step is followed by a long

cross-over step with the other foot (foot nearest the time lane).
(Diagram 7.4)

If at this time the defensive man has not retreated

with this "dummy play" maneuver, the wingman raises a hand and

-1 21
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Diagram 7.4
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signals for the feed from G and continues on to the basket for the
"back door" or dummy play easy basket. (Diagram

7.5)

We want both S and W to manuever even though we will always
feed W, if possible.

Should W be well defended, we always have a

possible outlet to S, following this S feed with our strongside
options.
It is important that S and W start to manuever before G is
ready to feed as we want them to be free at the time G picks up his
dribble, not sometime later!
Assuming that W successfully frees himself, the feed will be
an overhead two hand pass from G to W at a point about six feet in
from the sideline and on the free throw line extended.

(Diagram 7.6)

The two hand overhead pass should be used almost exclusively.
We can move the ball over defenses quite effectively.

This keeps the

ball in shooting position constantly and insures good ball control by
keeping two hands on the ball most of the time.
As soon as the ball leaves G's hand, all four empty men (men
without the ball) move.

Diagram 7.S
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Assignments for Weakside
THE MOVEMENT ROUTE RULES ARE:
G feeds W and goes away from the ball by cutting down the
lane, screening for P who comes up the lane on the strongside (which
is the side containing the most offensive men) to meet G.
(Diagram 7.7)
This action enables G to be an effective screener on defensive
P.

If W shoots quickly, G continues down to rebound the appropriate

corner of the board. (Diagram 7.8)
In these latter cases, S has vacated the wing spot and G then
fills this position and becomes the new right wing.
If G sees no quick shot by W (usually there will not be one), he
then looks for L (low post) coming high outside the lane and tries to
screen defensive L with a front screen.

This means that G has two

screening assignments on the weakside play, first for P, then for L.
Many times P has gone to the ball side before G can be useful as a
screener, or defensive P is not "screenable."

In this case G abandons

this screen assignment and hunts for defensive L, which is a more
critically essential screen.

If we find that G can get a good screen

Diagram 7.7
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for P and that he is able to hold P for a length of time that destroys
the second screen (on L), we, then, have to tell G to either not screen
P, but go directly for L down the outside of the lane, or keep the
screen on P and forget about L.

Usually, we find G working on L most

of the time with the most success

(Diagram 7.9)

RULE FOR S WHEN BALL GOES WEAKSIDE
S starts toward basket and at L (low post).

At a point about

half way to L's original position, L and S should meet because L
began to move at the same instant as did S (everyone moves when
the ball moves, except possibly the ball handler W).
S tries to walk his defender into the body of L which is the
most effective of all screens, a rear screen. (Diagram 7.10)

Both S

and L have as their job to see that defensive S is screened; don't
wait for the other!
If S is successful in flashing to the basket without resisitance
from S, W feeds him on our favorite scoring move, the "come-under"
or S coming under the basket. S can go over or under L screen. W
tries to deliver the ball about net high, as early as possible and
unless unavoidable----don't permit the pass to be late.

Diagram 7 _9
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Diagram 7.10
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S should not hurry past the basket as we may feed him late or "out of
time" and if we feed him we expect him to score the cross-under lay
up on the side of the basket nearest the feed. (Diagram 7.11)
We will insist that this lay-up be a power shot; we want all of
your body weight to go into the board, a 185 pound shot.

Don't run

away from this shot or "shoot it on the way by"!
If S isn't open, the ball is not forced, i.e., pass it into a
defensive hornets' nest of hands and hope that S handles it. If S is
not fed, he stops at the edge of the lane on the ball side near the
basket and becomes the new low post, L. (Diagram 7.12)
RULES FOR LOW POST L
L screens away from the ball, which will be a back screen on
defensive S.

L must not set this screen too close since it is illegal.

L must be strong since the defensive S men tend to fight through the
screen.

The best technique is keeping both forearms across the

chest or abdomen.

L must be trained to look for defensive S, go find

him, go to him, otherwise S gets by the screen.
L holds the screen on S as long as S stays on it or as long as it
is effective.

When L is no longer an effective S screen, L quickly
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gets to the top of the lane and his first thought is "hurry to the free
throw line and get ready for a two-point free throw." (Diagram 7.13)
In this action L gets set exactly as he would if he had all day
to shoot unmolested from the foul line.
feet set, then expects the feed.
counts not one point, but two.

He faces the basket, gets his

Every boy can make this shot and it
W will always look for L at the free

throw line if S was not free on the come-under. (Diagram 7.13)
Often L must set up farther back, but he nonetheless gets there
early, gets ready early, before the ball arrives, if possible.

We tell L

"If we feed you inside the circle, you will shoot the ball and you will
score two."
If L is not fed, he backs up whatever distance is required to
become the new middle guard G. (Diagram 7.13)

He must not go

nearer W than the exact center of the floor.
RULES FOR HIGH POST
The location of P, right or left side, is determined by many
factors.

P is the one who calls the formation and we play in

accordance with the placement of our high post, although of course,
we may switch him as we come down the floor on a command from G
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or from the bench.

If P changes sides, L must do likewise.

We like to get the moving screen of G down the lane and roll
the post behind this toward the ball.

(Diagram 7.14)

Except for this

basic move, P is on his own and we are playing a four-man offense
with or without him.

Our high post man is free lancing much of the

time.
We can feed P at any time.

Our pattern continuity continues in

the same way regardless of who has the ball.

If, for example, G

were to feed P instead, four empty men move as though W had been
fed--i.e., we run our "weakside" play.

(Diagram 7.15)

We also look for P any time we get into trouble or our pattern
breaks down.

If our high post man is not an adept scorer, we may

use him as a rebounder and run the offense around him.
We have a general rule that applies to all post men or to any
man who becomes a temporary post man, such as a wing man who
starts a drive to the basket and is stopped near the lane.

This is our

Split rule: any time a man has the ball near the lane (post man) and
cannot or does not attempt to score immediately (this usually means
he turns away from the basket and faces away) the two nearest men,

Diagram 7_ 14
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whoever they are must split (cross over) him!
or give P a chance to feed another player.

We usually get a shot

(Diagram 7.16)

The general operational guides for the high post P are: 1) stay away
from the ball, then work to the ball; 2) use the vertical-down screen
by G if there is one.

In executing this assignment, P may start at a

medium post, or high post, or high inside the circle, or at a high
center post.

From these positions he can move directly or indirectly

toward the ball.

These routes are only suggestive of the freedom he

has. P should try to shake his defender and be open as often as
possible.

The most common mistake P will make is to stand still---

he should be constantly on the move unless undefended.
RULES FOR WEAKSIDE W
W jockeys with footwork for freedom from defensive W.
Immediately upon reception of the feed from G, he checks his own
defensive man.

If defensive W is out of position, W drives under or

over or set (or jump) shoots.

In other words, W scores himself if he

can do so with a high shooting percentage.
W next checks for S coming under and if he sees that S might

be free, W passes the ball on the near lower fringe of the strings of
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the net so that the ball is there when S arrives.

We do not mean to

imply that W will not feed S late because he will, if S is open.

It is

simply a much easier shot and tougher on the defense to get the ball
there early.
If S is defended or if for some other reason W decides not to
pass and we repeat "don't force the ball in," W immediately looks for
the next option P who has worked for freedom.
If P is not open W immediately looks for our second favorite
option which is L coming up the far lane line.

(Diagram 7.17)

Should L not be open immediately W will hesitate just an
instant as L retreats one, two, or three steps, and then feed L who
has become the new middle guard, G. (Diagram 7.17)
SUMMARY OF WEAKS IDE PATTERN
In summation, when the ball moved, player movement resulted
in these threats :
G

feeds W, cracks down for P, rebounds a quick shot, screens
down on L, then fades to far side and becomes the new (next)
weakside wingman.

P

works toward the ball and stays ballside.

L

screens for S, works into G's screen, rolls quickly to the top of
the key, retreats and becomes the new middle guard, G.
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S

walks S into L's rear screen, comes to the ball and stops at the
low post on ballside.

W

jockeys for freedom, checks his own defense and scores
immediately if possible, looks next for S coming under, then
for P rolling, immediately for L coming up to the line.
The four options, in sequence are indicated in Diagram 7.18.
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TOTAL WEAKSIDE PATIERNS

The five man action is shown in Diagram 7.19.

The timing is

important and will properly govern itself if these guides are kept in
mind:
1.

The time for all four empty men to move is the instant
the ball moves out of G's hand to W. Everyone moves
quickly.

2.

W must check the four options: snap, snap, snap, snap and
if none of the four scoring opportunities develop, the ball
is immediately passed back to the new G and ready to
start the offense on the opposite side.

Note that W was originally weakside wing but before he
returns the ball to G, he has been transformed into S.

Strongside is

the side on which the two post men are located and it can change as
often and as rapidly as the post men can cross the lane.
(Diagram 7.20)

Diagram 7.1 9
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THE CONTINUITY OF THE OFFENSE:
The four diagrams 7.21, 22, 23 and 24 show the complete
scheme as it starts left weakside (21 ), returns (22), then starts
right weakside (23), and returns (24).
left and subsequently return, etc.

It is now ready to again go

Diagram 7.21

p

Diagram 7.22
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Diagram 7.23
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EACH MAN PLAYS EACH POSITION
In order to show with complete clarity the sequence of
positions played by all men (except the post man, who always plays
post), we shall number the men 1, 2, 3, 4 and P and have these men
retain their numbers throughout the sequence. One is always the
guard and two is always the first weakside.

The strongside

wingman is then 3, the low post is 4 and of course P stays P.

Note

that starting with this arrangement: 1 becomes the new 2; 2
becomes the new 3; 3 becomes the new 4; and 4 becomes the new 1.
We shall now go through four complete offensive cycles to
indicate how each man plays all four perimeter positions and how on
the fifth cycle he is back to his original position.
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NEVADA
(Used against zones with One Man Front)
As Player 1 dribbles toward area to the right elbow, all others
move as indicated.

(See Diagram 7.1 b)

After initial thrust, players

will stay in these areas looking for skip passes, interior passes,
shots, or possibly an opportunity to drive a cap of the zone.
(See Diagram 7.2b)

Player five works the interior if the zone in a

triangle movement always going toward the ball.
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UCLA
(Used against zones with a Two-Man Front)

Players are aligned as shown.

(See Diagram 7.1c)

passes to player 2, whereupon player 4 goes to corner.

Player 1
Player 2

passes to player 4 in the corner and slides through for a possible
give and go.

He will stay at block until pass goes back out to player

1 who rotates over. (See Diagram 7.2c)

At this point you can work a

triangle looking for opportunities to score.

At a certain point player

2 goes to the opposite corner off of player 5 screen for a possible
jump shot.

(See Diagram 7.3c)

Player 1 passes to player 3 who

passes to player 2 for a jump shot. Player 4 returns inside for a
rebound.
If there is no jump shot, player 2 returns pass to player 3, who
looks at player 4 flashing in middle (See Diagram 7.4c), and then
resets.

This series can be run to the right or the left.

D

t

Diagram 7.1c
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Diagram 7.3c
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Diagram 7.4c
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X
(Used against zones with Two Man Fronts)

This is a basic formation where players 1, 2, and 3 move the
ball around the perimeter as players 4 and 5 move in the direction
indicated.

(See Diagram 7.1 d)

This offense is very simple yet

requires the offensive players to make wise decisions based on
rotation of even man front zones.

Crisp, sharp passes are a must.
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COACHING POINTS OF EMPHASIS
FOR OFFENSE

VII: OFFENSE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Teamwork
Floor balance
Meeting the pass
Sharp angle cuts
Timing
Setting up opponents
Crisp, quick passes
Change pace/direction
Deception

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Go through, not around
Quick adjustment to
situations
Create game tempo
Ball movement
Shot selection
Execution
Ball control
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TEAM AND INDIVIDUAL CONDITIONING
Since we will employ a fast break, pressure defense style of
play, conditioning is extremely important.

The assumption is that if

our players are performing the drills to the best of their ability;
they are in shape.

However, if there is a need for conditioning drills,

here are a few examples.
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CONDITIONING
A. TRANSITION ........................................................................................................162
B. CIRCUIT.................................................................................................................164
C. SPRINT/STOP/SPRINT/STOP.......................................................................166
D. THIRTY SECOND LINE DRILL. .........................................................................168
E TEN SECOND DRILL. ...........................................................................................170
F. SEVENTEEN DRILL. ............................................................................................172
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#1.
Purpose:

Transition

To develop the skill of running backwards
with balance and body control.

Procedure:

Coach splits squad into three groups (fast,
average, slow).

On whistle, the group sprints

from foul line to baseline

(See Diagram 8. i).

From the baseline, run backwards to the foul
line and repeat.

Keep head in the middle of

body to control balance.
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#2.
Purpose:

Circuit

Improve stamina, endurance, alertness,
reactions, quickness, and speed/strength.

Procedure:

Players are placed in a single file along
the outside of the baseline.

Player 1 leads

the line and runs at a pace determined by the
coach.

On the coach's signal (whistle/voice),

player 10 sprints from his position to
take the lead.

Players sprint on inside of

line (See diagram 8.2).
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Diagram
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#3.

Sprint/Stop/Sprint/Stop

Purpose:

To condition and build up sprint endurance.

Procedure:

Players are in line along the baseline facing
mid- court.

On signal from the coach, all

players sprint to the foul line extended area
where they make a stop before sprinting to
mid-court, three-quarter court, and the
opposite baseline.

After reaching baseline,

player pivots and returns to starting position
using same procedure. The coach may
designate as many stops as he chooses or he
may use a signal, whistle, to cause players to
stop and start (See diagram 8.3).
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#4.
Purpose:

30-Second Line Drill
To build up a player's endurance and sprinting
ability under a timed situation.

Procedure:

Players start lined up on one baseline.

They

then run four lines (foul line extended, halfcourt line extended, the other foul line
extended, the other baseline) on the court and
back each time (See diagram 8.4).
touch lines with hand or foot.

Players
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#5.
Purpose:

10-Second Drill
Conditioning.

Building up endurance and

strength.
Procedure:

Players start at one baseline, run to opposite
baseline, and return to starting point (see
Diagram 8.5).
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#6.

Seventeen Drill

Purpose:

To improve conditioning and sprint.

Procedure:

Players start at one sideline and run and
touch other sideline (See Diagram 8.6).
Repeat process until they have touched the
sidelines a total of seventeen times.
must be completed in one minute.

Cycle

Emphasis

on having head and eyes up during the run.
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There will be no coaching points of emphasis other than
running with the head and eyes up.

Most of these conditioning drills

are a result of negative reinforcement.

Usually a player or group of

players have lost a competitive drill resulting in participation in
most of these drills.

Again, the intent is to condition our players

through proper execution of all drills.
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ORGANIZATION

A. DISTRICT BASKETBALL PROGRAM .............................................................176

B. STAFF RESPONSIBILITIES .............................................................................177
1. HEAD HIGH SCHOOL COACH ................................................................179
2. HEAD MIDDLE SCHOOL COACH ...........................................................182
3. ALLCOACHES ..........................................................................................185
C. COACHING METHODS .........................................................................................188
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DISTRICT BASKETBALL PROGRAM
There is no written document or plan for Wapato basketball
which causes the program to operate in a vague, haphazard way. The
head coach presents, develops, and implements the program.

To

strengthen the basketball program, this manual has identified four
areas for development of the boys' basketball program:
1.

Coaches should be schooled/inserviced regarding the
personal qualities/attributes of successful coaches, as
well as fundamental principles of athletic and basketball
programs, and coach's views on success.

2.

Coaches will incorporate the teaching of fundamentals in
their daily practice plans.

3.

Coaches should be inserviced regarding the importance of
fundamental practice drills as a part of daily basketball
practice.

4.

Coaches should be schooled/inserviced regarding
additional organizational responsibilities associated
with school district athletic programs (i. e., public
relations, media relations, community involvement, etc.).
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STAFF RESPONSIBILITIES
One should understand that structure does not automatically
equate to success, but rather provide the opportunity.

One should

recognize that success happens when talent is developed by
effective coaching.

These elements must come together to produce

an effective program.

Thus, it becomes imperative to outline the

total district program.

This program must include a youth program,

a middle school program, and a high school program.
The head varsity coach must have four key individuals: the
youth program director (varsity assistant), the eighth grade coach,
the "C" squad coach, and the junior varsity coach.

Following are the

job descriptions.
The varsity coach, in concert with his athletic director and
principal, is responsible for developing the district program
philosophically, and giving district leadership for implementation of
the program.

Since the head coach is given the responsibility of the

day to day operation of the program, he should be given a strong
voice in all phases of the program.
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The junior varsity coach is to be directly responsible to the
varsity coach in developing the junior varsity squad, as well as
assisting with the development of the varsity team.

Also, he is to

assist, coordinate, and supervise the Middle School program.

A great

deal of leadership on his part will be required for the Middle School
program.
The "C" squad coach will be directly responsible to the varsity
coach in development of the "C" squad members and, in conjunction,
with the assistant varsity coach will assist in coordinating and
supervising the youth program
The youth program director/coordinator (varsity assistant) is
responsible for all the district elementary basketball programs.

He

is responsible for all the details of organizing and coordinating this
program.

To ensure the program is properly implemented, he will

work closely with the varsity coach and the elementary principals.
This "chain of command" is presented so that maximum
efficiency and maximum effectiveness can exist in our program.
Modifications may become necessary, depending on the quality of
individuals in these various positions.
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HEAP HIGH SCHOOL COACH
This section will provide the head coach, the eighth grade head
coach, and the remaining assistants with specific coaching
responsibilities.

The responsibilities are divided into two

categories; program responsibilities and personal responsibilites.
Additional responsibilities may be inherent in individual
programs for various coaches; which will be delegated by the
athletic director.

PROGRAM RESPONSIBILITIES
The major responsibilities of head coaches are listed below:
1.

Is in charge of assignments and duties of assistant coaches at
the building level

2.

Is responsible to develop and coordinate the implementation of
a curriculum guide for grades seven through twelve which
includes the skills, systems and safety precautions to be
taught at each team level

3.

Is responsible to teach those skill and safety precautions
outlined in the curriculum guide
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4.

Is responsible for practice length as specified by the athletic
director; and must keep the athletic director informed about
practices during holidays

5.

Is responsible for the general upkeep and protection of
equipment under his jurisdiction, including day-to-day care
and security

(this includes equipment jointly used by various

groups, including the weight training facilities)
6.

Is directly responsible for a complete inventory of the
equipment used for his sport (this inventory will occur at the
end of the season)

7.

Is responsible for keeping records as requested by the athletic
director

8.

Is responsible for submitting a request for equipment and
supplies

9.

Is responsible for striving to build good sportsmanship and
developing good public relations in the school community

PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
1.

Is responsible for knowing and abiding by the rules of the
WIAA, YVIAA, and league
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2.

Is responsible for seeing that each student has had a physical
exam within the previous 12 months before turning out

3.

Is responsible to see that each student has submitted a parent
consent form and has adequate insurance coverage

4.

Is responsible for the general health and welfare of the
students in his sport and is responsible for giving appropriate
attention to athletes who are injured or ill

5.

Is responsible for the actions and conduct of his team
whenever they are under his jurisdiction

6.

Is responsible for seeing that the members of his team are
dressed appropriately for all trips

7.

Is responsible for timely notification to the faculty of
students potentially missing class for an athletic contest

8.

Is responsible for seeing that all participants returning from
road trips in late evening hours have transportation home

9.

Makes recommendations for letter awards, and is responsible
for clarification of the award policy to athletes
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1 O.

Shall take appropriate action to see that his play areas,
shower and locker rooms are clean and safe for student
participation

11.

Is responsible for explaining all district policies, including the
Athletic Code, to all members of the team

Head Middle School Coach
Additional responsibilities may be inherent in individual
programs for various coaches; these will be delegated by the
building principal and/or athletic director.
The major responsibilities of the middle school head coach are
listed below:

PROGRAM RESPONSJBJUTJES
1.

Is responsible for the program supervision of the seventh and
eighth grade

2.

Is in charge of assignments and duties of assistant coaches
working in his sport
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3.

In order to enhance the continuity of the sport from grade
seven to twelve, the middle school head coach is responsible
to teach and utilize those skills, systems, safety precautions
as advocated by the high school varsity coach

4.

Is responsible for keeping practice periods for his sport within
the confines of the time specified by the building principal;
and is to keep the principal and athletic director informed of
practice schedules during any holiday period

5.

Is responsible for the general upkeep and protection of
equipment under his jurisdiction

(this includes equipment

jointly used by various groups, including the weight training
fac i Ii ty)
6.

Is directly responsible for a complete inventory of the
equipment used for his sport

(this inventory will occur at the

end of the season)
7.

Is responsible for keeping records as requested by the building
principal and/or athletic director

8.

Is responsible for submitting a request for equipment and
supplies
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9.

Is responsible for striving to build good sportsmanship and
developing good public relations in the school and community
PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

1.

Is responsible for knowing and abiding by the rules of the
WIAA, YVIAA, and league

2.

Is responsible for seeing that each student before turning out
has had a physical exam within the previous 12 months.

3.

Is responsible to see that each student has submitted a parent
consent form and has adequate insurance coverage

4.

Is responsible for the general health and welfare of students
in his sport and is responsible for giving appropriate attention
to athletes who are injured or ill

5.

Is responsible for the actions and conduct of his team
whenever they are under his jurisdiction

6.

Is responsible for seeing that the members of his team are
dressed appropriately for all trips

7.

Is responsible for timely notification to the faculty of
students potentially missing class for an athletic contest
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8.

Is responsible for seeing that all participants returning from
road trips in late evening hours have transportation home

9.

Makes recommendations for awards, is responsible for
clarification of the award policy to athlete, and the
presentation of awards to the athletes

1o.

Shall take appropriate action to see that his play areas,
shower and locker rooms are clean and safe for student
participation

11.

Is responsible for explaining all district policies, including the
Athletic Code, to all members of the team

12.

Provide input for the purpose of evaluations of assistant
coaches

13.

Is responsible to treat each student consistently and fairly to
enhance their social and emotional development
All COACHES

1.

Be knowledgeable of league standard operating procedures

2.

Keep informed of all rules dealing with the sport
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3.

Keep informed of current developments and techniques in the
sport by attending local clinics and workshops (special
emphasis should be given to safety concerns)

4.

Assist head coach in carrying out assigned responsibilities

Pre-Season:
1.

Meet with squad members to inform them of all rules and
regulations, including the athletic code

2.

To assure eligibility compliance, assistant coaches will assist
the head coach in registering and acquiring the needed
information from each team candidate

3.

Assist the head coach in preparing the sport facility for team
use

4.

Assist in the issuance of equipment

Regular Season:
1.

Instruct players in the technique and rules of the game, as
outlined in the developed curriculum guide
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2.

Assume responsibility for constant care of equipment and
facilities

(this includes equipment used jointly by various

groups, including the weight training facility)
3.

When control is needed, assume supervisory control of all
assigned athletes and teams

4.

Attend all team meetings, practices, and contests

5.

Emphasize safety precautions with special concern for injury
prevention

6.

Conduct oneself and teams in the spirit of good sportsmanship
during practice and games
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Coaching Methods For All Coaches
1.

Be a teacher

(lesson plan and follow it)

2.

Use lectures, photographs, movies, diagrams, and
mimeographed material, etc., to supplement your daily
practices

3.

Insist on punctuality and proper dress for practice

4.

Insist on strict attention

5.

Permit no "horseplay"

6.

Show patience

7.

Give new things early in the practice period and then repeat
daily until learned

8.

Avoid harsh, public criticism.

(praise as well as censure)

9.

Encourage teamwork and unselfishness

10.

Do considerable individual coaching of athletes

11.

Use small, carefully organized groups
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Definition of Terms
Significant terms used in the context of this study have been
defined as follows:
1.

BACKBOARD - a flat surface rebound device placed

behind the basket in a vertical position.

2.

BACK COURT - the area of the court from the half-court

division line to the defensive endline.
3.

BACK DOOR - A cut behind the defender and towards the

basket against a defensive overplay.
4.

BALANCE - a primary principle of body movement; body

co ntro I.
5.

BALLSIDE/FRONT CUT - a move by an offensive player

to the ball in front of the defender.

6.

BALL SCREEN - an offensive player comes to a

teammate with the ball to screen the defender on the
ball.
7.

BANK SHOT - a shot usually taken from a 45-angle

with the backboard, which bounces against the backboard
and falls into the basket.
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8.

BASELINE - the court boundary line underneath either

basket on both ends of the floor.
9.
10.

BASKET - the ring, goal, or rim.
BLOCK-OUT - a rebounding position with the rebounder

making contact and staying between the opponent and the
basket.
11.

CHANGE OF PACE - when a player alternately slows

down and speeds his pace.
12.

CLEAR - when an offensive player alternately slows

down and speeds his pace.
13.

CONTROL DRIBBLE - low dribble used against defensive

pressure.
14.

CROSSOVER DRIBBLE - dribble from overhead to the

opposite hand across and in front of the body.
15.

.c_.u.r -

an offensive move, usually towards the ball,

basket, or a teammate.
16.

DEFENSE - the team trying to keep the opposing team

with the ball from scoring.
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17.

DOUBLE TEAM (TRAP) - a defensive play with two

players guarding one offensive player.
18.

ENTRY PASS - pass that initiates a sequence of play.

19.

FASTBREAK - getting the ball up the floor quickly for a

20.

FLEX - an offensive principle, in a continuity offense

score.

verses man-to-man defense.
21.

FRONT COURT - the offensive area of the court from the

halfline to the baseline.
22.

FUNDAMENTALS - basic skills involved in playing the

game of basketball.
23.

HIGH POST - offensive position in the area of the free

throw line.
24.

LAY IN - close in shot made when moving to the basket.

25.

LOW POST - area near basket where inside offensive

players generally operate.
26.

OFFENSE - the team trying to score by legally putting

the ball through the basket.
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27.

OUTLET PASS - pass made to an offensive player up the

court by the rebounder.
28.

OVERHEAD PASS - pass made while having the ball

above the head with both arms extended.
29.

PIVOT - rotation of the body around one foot that is kept

in a stationary position.
30.

REBOUND - catching the ball off the backboard or rim

after a missed field goal or free throw attempt.
31.

SCREEN - legal action by a player who, without causing

contact, delay or prevents an opponent from reaching a
desired position.
32.

SKIP PASS - a pass that bypasses a teammate as the

ball is moving in the half-court offense.
33.

SPEED DRILLS - a high, quick dribble up the court by an

offensive player.
34.

STRONG SIDE - the side of the court which has three

players or more in a half-court offense.
35.
vice-versa.

TRANSITION

- changing from offensive to defensive or
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36. "V" CUT - an offensive move in the shape of a "v" used
to receive the ball or get open.
37.

WEAK SIDE

- the side of the court with two players or

less in a half-court offense.
38.

ZONE - a type of defense played when each player covers

an area of the court.
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CONCLUDING STATEMENT

My concluding remarks will be brief.

The intent was to provide

a variety of drills plus a basic explanation of technique and not a
complete, voluminous manual.
with proper direction.

Hopefully, this will provide our staff

In closing, I invite the entire staff to visit

our practice at the high school level.

If any coach is in need of

additional information, please do not hesitate to see me.

Chapter 5
Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

Summary

The purpose of this project was to develop a reference manual
for a school district boys' basketball program.

To accomplish this

purpose, a four-part manual has been designed around the
foundational areas of: (1) philosophy, (2) fundamentals, (3) drill, and
(4) organization.

The manual was designed for use by the Wapato

School District basketball staff.
Conclusions

Conclusions reached as a result of the project were:
1.

A basketball coach's philosophy is impacted by such
factors as personal qualities, athletic and basketball
coaching principles, and his/her views regarding
success.

2.

Coaches should understand that fundamental basketball
skills provide the foundation for successful programs.
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3.

Coaches should recognize the benefits and
advantages inherent in practice drills.

4.

Coaches assume additional organizational responsibilites
other than daily practice (i. e., public relations, media
relations, community involvement, etc.).

Recommendations

As a result of this project, the following recommendations
have been suggested:

1.

Coaches should be schooled/inserviced regarding the
personal qualities/attributes of successful coaches, as
well as fundamental principles of athletic and basketball
programs, and coach's views on success.

2.

Coaches will incorporate the teaching of fundamentals in
their daily practice plans.

3.

Coaches should be inserviced regarding the importance of
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fundamental practice drills as a part of daily basketball
practice.
4.

Coaches should be schooled/inserviced regarding
additional organizational responsibilities associated
with school district athletic programs (i. e., public
relations, media relations, community involvement, etc.).

5.

It is recommended that this reference manual be used as
a model for the Wapato School district basketball staff,
other Wapato School District athletic programs, and
other school districts interested in developing
successful boys' basketball programs.
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